In this paper wc examine a subset of polyscmous elements, the logical structure of nominals, and argue that maw cases of polysemy have well-defined calculi, which interact with the grmnmar in predictable and determinate ways for disambiguation. These calculi constitute part of the lexicai organization of the grammar and contribute to the lexical semantics of a word. The lexieal system of the grammar is distinct from the conceptual representation associated with a lcxieal item, where polysemy is less constrained by grarmnar. We propose a structured' semantic representation, the Lexical Conceptual Paradigm (LCP) which groups nouns into paradigmatic classes exhibiting like behavior.
Introduction
Much of the work on polysemy has tended to confuse the nature of word meaning by labeling many different types of ambiguity as the same phenomenon. In the extreme case, every possible lexieai semantic distinction is a case of polysemy and must have its own conceptual representation. In such a theory, various features are introduced to distinguish one sense from another~ but the meanings m'e all part of the same homogeneous conceptual space.
In this paper, we argue that there are various types of polysemy, some more accessible to grammatical phenomena than others. We use this as a principled distinguishing characteristic of polysemous types. We distinguish two systems that together comprise the meaning of lexieal items, the lexical system and the conceptual system. In particular, if there are certai n grammatical characteri,~tics that are affected by a polysenmus relation between concepts, then we will say that this relation is overtly part of the lexical 51B The next class of relational nominals are those which enter into a specified relation; namely, the class of artifacts.
An artifact is, by definition, an object associated with a particular activity or event; for example, cigarettes are for smoking, books are for reading, etc. Because of these associated activities, this class of nouns exhibit polysemous behavior.
(6) a. This record weighs an ounce.
b. This record lasts 35 minutes.
(7) a. The book has a red cover.
b. This book will talCe a week (to read).
(8) a. These cigarettes are longer thaal the normal size.
b. His cigarette is bothering me.
The polysemy in (6) arises becmme of the possible reference to the event of playing the record as well as the record by itself. Similarly, in (7) the book itself or the event of reading the book can be referred to by the nominal.
Finally, the difference in (8) points to the cigarette as an object with attributes versus an object in the context of being smoked. ~
In this section we have presented five types of relational nominals (nominalizations, primitive relationals, primitive figure-grounds, double figure-grounds, and artifactual nominals), showing how they exhibit subtle but productive polysemous behavior. In the next section, we outline our approach to polysemy and preserit an explanation of these lexieal mnbiguities in terms of a richer semam tic representation.
The Theory of Lexical Organization
Unlike many previous approaches to word meaning, we distinguish the logical lexieal semantics of a word from its deeper, conceptual denotation. .t We term these the L-system and U-system, respectively.
The L-system is the particuhu-organization that the lexicon assumes independently of the conceptual system. Only semantic information tlmt is somehow reflected in the syntax is represented here.
The C-system is the organization of the concepts themselves and not the language. This is the struc- These are not reMly polysemous in our sense, since the argument structure of the verb selecting the nominal does not specify how the noun is to be interpreted. That is, although both readings select for the ~u'tifact interpretatlon, only inferences in the conceptual system, and not the lexieal semantics, tells us that rotting is predic~ted of tlhe wooden part of the window, s
Another importmlt aspect to the representations in is go.through(w, y), a pointer to a particular lexical item, its argumelg; structure, and its selectional properties.
The richer representations in (9) and (10) In (16b), long is a property that only the playing of the record has, while in (17b), bright is a property that only the state of illumination for bulbs has (el. /Jackendoff 1983/for multiple senses of lexical items). By adopting a semantics that makes reference to events, just as with nominalization:b 12 we can begin to understand how to analyze evaluative predicates. Nmnely, in the cases above, we can distinguish the types of attribution as predication over an individual variable, the artifact ((16a) and (17a)), or over an event variable, the hidden event ( (165) and (175)).
The structures given in (12)- (14) are all examples of artifactual objects. The general abstraction for these individuals is the concept of an object made for a particular use:
where c~ is some predicate. Such a structure we will term a
Lexical Conceptual Paradigm (LCP).
We view these nom- 
Computational Implications of Lexical Organization
In this section we discuss the relevance and implications of the above analysis of nominal semantics for computationM purposes. We will first look at the effect that richer semantic representations have on lexical selection in the process of language generation. Secondly, we outline how the problem of lexical disambiguation is facilitated by the use of such lexical entries in the process of analysis.
Imagine a linguistic generation system in the service of a fairly rich semantic knowledge base and planner.
Lexieal selection can be defined as the mapping from such One of the properties of such nominals is that they may denote the situation or event that the object is embedded within (in this way, it seems to stand in a metonymic relation to the event). Thus, if given an underlying semantic form such as that in (19), the generator could produce, anmng others, the linguistic forms shown in (20). and acquisition and metaphor is. We are exploring this in current extensions to this work.
